
【Evaluation Criteria】

1. participation 20%

2. Assignments and quizzes 30%

3. Midterm examination 15%

4. Final examination 25%

5. Project work 10%

【Preparation for Class】

MGJPN228 Intensive Japanese4B
Yokohama

OIKAWA Chiyoka/ SHIMIZU Keiko/ KUNO Yuko

Tue 2 /Wed 1, 2/ Fri 2

【Reference Books】

Reference books will be announced in the first class.

【Course Schedule】

Tuesday

【第１回】Orientation

【第２回～第７回】Listening, Speaking

【第８回】Review

【第９回～第13回】Listening, Speaking

【第14回】Final presentation

【第15回】Comprehensive review

Wednesday

【第1回】Orientation

【第２回～第４回】Reading１(vocabulary, grammar)

【第５回～第７回】Reading２(vocabulary, grammar)

【第８回～第10回】Reading３(vocabulary, grammar)

【第11回～第13回】Reading４(vocabulary, grammar)

【第14回】Comprehensive review

【第15回】Mid-term examination

【第16～第18回】Reading５(vocabulary, grammar)

【第19回～第21回】Reading６(vocabulary, grammar)

【第22回～第24回】Reading７(vocabulary, grammar)

【第25回～第28回】Reading８(vocabulary, grammar)

【第29回～第30回】Comprehensive review

Friday

【第１回】Orientation

【第２回】Writing１
【第３回】Writing２
【第４回～第５回】Writing３
【第６回～第７回】Writing４
【第８回～第９回】Writing５
【第10回～第11回】Writing６
【第12回～第14回】Final essay

【第15回】Review

＊The schedule and course content may change according to circumstances.

Students will be required to read the textbook and look up the meanings of new words prior to each lesson.(expected time

2hours)【Review of Class】

Students should review what they learned and complete assignments.(expected time 2hours)

【Remarks for Class】

【Notes】

Any absence will affect your course grade and anyone missing more than one-third of the classes will be ineligible for credit.

There is no makeup for quizzes, lesson tests or exams.

【Texts】

Textbook will be announced in the first week of the course.

Handouts will be distributed in class.

The class aims to upgrade the learners' overall communication skills from the upper intermediate level to the advanced level

through reading appropriate examples of authentic Japanese writings combined with discussion and reports which deepen their

understanding of the materials. Various aspects of Japanese culture will be introduced through the active use of Japanese

language already covered.

This course is designed for students who have completed at least six semesters of Japanese language courses at college or

its equivalent in spoken as well as written Japanese. Students are supposed to possess the abilities to read and write simple

essays and communicate smoothly in everyday situations.

【Class Goals】

【Course Description】
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